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M E E T I N G AG E N DA
March 19, 2017

May 12, 13, and 14, 2017
Journey's End, Bailey's Harbor,
Door County

Waukesha State Bank, Oconomowoc
Business Meeting
Morning Session
Individual Showcase
Battle of the Sexes Team Breakouts
"North Shore Minnesota" by Ken Warning
BYOIs
Afternoon Session
Chris Smith
Photographing Chicago

Thursday to Friday Evening - 8:30 PM
Get - together to distribute maps
Share information on photo spots
Show and Tell
Saturday Afternoon and/or Evening
Annual Meeting
Election of Chapter officers
Premier showing of the 2017 Clubs Showcase
Show and Tell

Ot her Wisconsin Events
WACCO
May 6, 2017 – WACCO Spring Competition and Delegates meeting.
See: www.wicameraclubs.org

Calatrava From Bridge – by Paul Moertl
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Photographing Chicago
By
Chris Smith
Out of Chicago
Chris Smith specializes in photographing cities at night. He
is the founder of “Out of Chicago Photography Conference”,
an event that “creates photo experiences for passionate
photographers” by learning through tours, seminars,
workshops, and photowalks with favorite photographerinstructors in the heart of Chicago. The first Out of
Chicago was in 2014, and its success has led to the 2016
Out of New York Photography Conference, a 2016 Winter
Conference, and the October 2017 Acadia National Park
Conference. Chris also hosts the Out of Chicago Photography Podcast.
Chris’s first book, “The Photographer’s Guide to Chicago” is the highest rated photography book on
Amazon.
Until recently, Chris was a high school physics teacher. After 17 years of teaching, however, he
decided to devote his time to Out of Chicago. He and his wife live in the Chicago suburbs and have
a young son and daughter.
His talk will be on Photographing Chicago and it interesting buildings and photo opportunities.
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Reservation Form for March 19, 2017 Meeting
Waukesha State Bank, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
Registrations should reach us by March 12, 2017
The cost for this meeting is $10.00 (which helps to cover lunch and the speaker’s honorarium). If you will not
be eating the provided lunch (because of dietary or time constraints) your cost would be $5.00 for the meeting.
Name(s): ___________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ Email: ____________________________________________
						
					

Number attending			

					Meeting

Cost

____ @ $5.00		____________

					Lunch		 ____ @ $5.00		____________
					

Total Amount Enclosed

____________

￼￼
Make check payable to PSA-WI Chapter and mail to: Jane Hirst, 9114 Edge o Woods, Cedarburg, WI 53012

Photo Quote
Dodging and burning are steps to take care of mistakes God made in establishing tonal relationships.

Ansel Adams

Takkaka Falls – by Paul Moertl
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Snapshots from the Chair
It’s February 28…what season are we in?? Is it winter
or spring? The lake across the road from our house has
been unfrozen for a week now and today’s temperatures
are to be in the high 50s. Chicago has not had an inch of
snow since December 17, a total of 72 days; and for the
first time in 146 years of Chicago weather history, there
has been no snow in January and February. For the
month of February, all across the US, 6,000 record high
temperatures were set and there are 40 more record
highs expected just today.
Yes, we will probably continue to have winter storms that
will dump snow or ice on us, but winter as we used to
know it as a 4-month cold snowy season here in Wisconsin
may not be the norm anymore. So take advantage of
the snowy winter scenes Mother Nature does give us by
getting out and taking those photographs.
The blurring of the seasons was also evident to me
when we went to Japan last May. It was unusually
warm. Traditionally, the Japanese have celebrated the
spring season with the blooming of seasonal flora…
cherry blossoms in late March and early April, iris in
April, and wisteria in May. It is the cherry blossom that
is most cherished and beautiful. The cherry blossom
symbolizes the fragility of life…beautiful, delicate, yet
short-lived. Ueno Park in Tokyo has hundreds of cherry
trees, and in spring, the park grounds are occupied
with families and friends on blankets under the cherry
tree branches covered with blossoms. Celebrating the
beauty above them, they have a great time singing,
laughing, and enjoying each other’s company well into
the night. Just as we travel to follow the fall colors,
the Japanese and tourists from around the world travel
across Japan following the blossoming trees. But the
spring temperatures last year were above normal and the
blooming of the cherry trees, iris and wisteria was early…
there and gone in no time, hurting the travel business,
and blurring the seasons of spring and summer. So take
advantage of the blossoming flora and whatever nature
offers us by getting out and taking photographs. The
opportunities can be fleeting like the cherry blossoms.

Signe Emmerich, FPSA, EPSA
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PSA-WI Executive Committee
Signe Emmerich, FPSA, EPSA
Chairman & Asst. State Membership Director
chapter-wisconsin-chair@psa-photo.org
262 642-5641
Brian Lauttamus, Vice-Chair
chapter-wisconsin-chair-vice@psa-photo.org
262 255-4818
Trish McCoy, Secretary
chapter-wisconsin-secretary@psa-photo.org
262 942-0182
Jane Hirst, Treasurer
chapter-wisconsin-treasurer@psa-photo.org
262 375-0737

Directors
Jeffrey Klug - Webmaster
kpw1255@me.com
262 628-1255
Jeffrey Klug, Editor - InFocus Newsletter
kpw1255@me.com
262 628-1255
Marty Welter
State Membership Director
wi-state@psa-photo.org
Chapter Membership,
Signe Emmerich, FPSA, EPSA
Programs and Historian
Gerry Emmerich, Jr., HonPSA, GMPSA/b
Hospitality,
Nancy Klemp, Sandy Matson APSA,
Paul Moertl
Showcases, Gerry Emmerich, Jr., HonPSA,
GMPSA/b
Youth Showcase,
Kathy Braun, FPSA, PPSA
youth-showcase-director@psa-photo.org
InFocus, official newsletter
of the PSA-Wisconsin
Chapter, is published five
times a year, and is included
in the Chapter membership
dues paid by PSA members
who join the PSA-Wisconsin Chapter.
InFocus and its contents are © 2017 by the
Photographic Society of America and the
PSA-Wisconsin Chapter. Material may not
be reproduced without permission.
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Looking Ahead to the Spring Outing
By Gerry Emmerich Jr., Photos by Gerry Emmerich Jr.
Door County is the destination for the 2017 Chapter outing. The 2017 outing is scheduled for May 12-14, 2017.
Our room block and meeting room will again be at Journey’s End Motel in Baileys Harbor, the same location as our
2010 Chapter outing:
Journey's End Motel & Cabins
P.O. Box 133, 8271 Journeys End Lane
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202
(920) 839-2887
We have been able to reserve the entire motel, including the nine rooms, three cabins, and the house. Combined,
there are accommodations for a maximum of 57 persons, so there should be room for all. Our room block covers
four nights – Thursday, May 11 through Sunday, May 14 (checking out on Monday, May 15). This is a summary
of the accommodations.
Nine Motel Rooms: $85 per night for one or two + $12 extra for three or $24 extra for four
5 rooms have 2 double beds.
1 room has 2 queen beds.
3 rooms have 1 queen bed.
Three Cabins: $135 per night for two + $15 each for more than two
Each cabin has 1 queen bed, 2 double beds, and 1 twin “rollaway.”
House: $170 per night for two + $20 each for more than two
The house has three bedrooms, including 1 queen bed, 2 double beds, and 2 twin beds. The living room in the
house will serve as the “meeting room.”
Reservations can be made by phone only, 920-839-2887, and noting that you are a member of the "Wisconsin
Chapter photo group". Please note that you must be a PSA Wisconsin Chapter member to make a reservation.
Also, so that we have room at Journey’s End for all and if you are willing to share a cabin with other Chapter
members, we ask that you get your small group together and one person should make a reservation for your small
group. A one night deposit is required for all reservations.
The “official” dates for the outing are May 12-14. The preliminary schedule is presented below:
•
Friday, May 12, evening gathering – distribute maps and discuss photo opportunities.
•
Saturday, May 13, time to be determined – brief annual Chapter meeting, showing of results of 2017
Wisconsin PSA 21 Clubs Showcase, and sharing shooting experiences in Door County, including show and tell.
•
Sunday on your own for additional shooting.
You should also note that some Chapter members arrive on Thursday and/or depart on Monday, but only two group
gatherings are scheduled.
….AN ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY WHILE IN DOOR COUNTY
We have been able to schedule a visit to the studio of Door County photographer Dan Anderson on the Friday afternoon
(May 12th) of our Door County photo outing. Dan Anderson is a widely respected photographer who specializes in
landscape and natural scene prints and has exhibited internationally. In addition to being a faculty member of the
Door County Peninsula Art School, Dan is the founder of Wisconsin’s Door County Creative Photography Workshops.
More details will be given at the May outing.
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Wisconsin State Membership Committee Report
By Marty Welter
“And now an update from your Wisconsin State Membership Director”
Hello Fellow Shutterbugs!
Spring is nearing, birds are starting to migrate back to the state, and other wildlife are starting to move in the
great outdoors so it’s time to check over all of our gear and get ready to get out and capture some more amazing
images. If you have any questions about how to capture better images or where to even go for great opportunities,
you can visit PSA’s website psa-photo.org , our Chapter’s website psawisconsin.org , or local club websites where
you will find some very helpful resources. You can also visit your local camera club or photo group in person where
many members are available and more than willing to share with help and advice.
If you haven’t been to your club meetings in a while, consider coming back and getting involved. Also, if
you have any friends who aren't club members yet, invite them along to show them what belonging to a club can
mean to them and how it could enhance their photography. Our camera clubs work best when we all participate
and help out. This is also true at the state and national level. PSA has many great volunteer opportunities and
just like anything, the more you put into it, the more you will get out of your experience. To find out more about
opportunities to volunteer in PSA, visit https://psa-photo.org/index.php?volunteering. You will also find a link on
the top row of the PSA website labeled Volunteer.
I also want to remind you of a couple of outings and conventions coming up for members. The Wisconsin
Chapter Spring Outing will be May 12 - 14 in Bailey’s Harbor WI. Visit psawisconsin.org for more information.
Also, the annual PSA Conference will be held in Pittsburgh PA. October 8 - 14 and is shaping up to be an awesome
conference, one you won’t want to miss. Visit psa-photo.org and click on the Conference tab in the second row of
tabs on top of the home page.
Lastly, I want to welcome a few new members and one new club to our family.
Welcome to:
Eran Perkins - Tomahawk
Sally Schweitzer - Waukesha
Andrew Sykes - Racine
PhotoKenosha Group
Happy Shooting,
Marty Welter
PSA Wisconsin State Membership Director
Marty Welter

PO Box 5
Junction City, WI, 54443
wi_psa_smd@icloud.com
715-254-7139 (weekday evenings or on the weekend only please)
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PSA MEMBERSHIP MILESTONES
By Signe Emmerich
PSA has resumed recognizing those members, both
individuals and clubs, who have reached continuous
membership milestones. Certificates were issued for
the members and clubs listed below. The bolded names
are Chapter members. If you receive notice of reaching
a Milestone, please consider being part of the certificate
presentation at a Chapter meeting. My apologies if I
missed you; please let me know, so you can be listed in
the next Membership Milestones.
2014
YEARS
5		
5		
5		
5 		
5		
5		
5		
10		
10		
20		
20		
25		
35		
35		
50		
60		
65		

MEMBER
Jim Backus
Mark Bunge
Susan Jensen
Richard Abplanalp
John Hasse
Edna Pfeiffer
Adel Korkor
Mary Heiting
Kathy Brand
Lenore Ryan
Donald Frisque, FPSA, EPSA
Paul Moertl
Jack Worthen, HonPSA
Gerald Emmerich, Jr., HonPSA, GMPSA
Del Desens, APSA
John Zoerb, Jr.
LaCrosse Area Camera Club

2015
YEARS
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
10 		
15		
15		
30		
35		

MEMBER
Steve Budnick
Ruth Gibowski
Richard Builer
Priscilla Farrell
Karl Hokanson, PPSA
Judith Pannozo
Jeffrey Klug
Gerard Hying
David Edwards
Larry Dickerson
Richard Mayo
In Focus Photo Club
Wisconsin Area Camera Clubs Organization
Menomonee Falls Camera Club

2016
YEARS
5		
5		
5		
5		
5		
10		
35		
60		
5		
60		
75		

MEMBER
Jane Hirst
John Roach
Brian Sprague
Ken Warning
Sandra Weber
Michael Matusinec
Eileen Herrling
Ron Fredrickson
Photo Midwest
Duluth Superior Camera Club
Racine Camera Club

2017 1st Quarter
YEARS
MEMBER
5		 Marcia Getto
20		 Ralph Redlin
20		 Rick Vollbrecht
20		 Susan Bigham
25		
Richard Yehl
30		
Richard Nason
40		 Kathleen Braun, FPSA, PPSA
5		
Beaver Creek Photography Club
15		
East Troy Viewfinders

Ron Frederickson - 60 years of continuous
PSA Membership
Continued on page 9
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WISCONSIN CHAPTER 2017
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The 2017 Nominating Committee, consisting of Nancy
Klemp, Sandy Matson, and Ken Warning met on March
6, 2017 to determine a slate of officers. A list of open
positions and possible candidates for each position was
developed by the Committee.
The following candidates were contacted and graciously
accepted.
We gratefully acknowledge and present the following
slate of officers for our 2017-2019 term:
Chair: Brian Lauttamus
Vice-chair: Linnea Matthiesen
Secretary: Trish McCoy
Treasurer: Signe Emmerich

Ken Warning - Appreciation as PSA Chapters
Showcase Director in 2016.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIONS AT
Milwaukee Art Museum
Milwaukee Art Museum (MAM), Herzfeld Center for
Photography and Media Arts:

Karl Hokanson - Best Chapter award in
Wisconsin Chapters Showcase.

HELEN LEVITT: In the Street				
January 27 – April 16
		
“American photographer Helen Levitt (1913–2009)
captured the life of New York City’s sidewalks for over
five decades. She began photographing with a 35mm
Leica in the mid-1930s, sometimes using a right-angle
lens, which allowed her to take pictures surreptitiously.
Air conditioning and television were still novelties at the
time, so much of daily life happened in the streets. Levitt
frequently photographed children at play, absorbed in
their own dramas and intrigues and mostly indifferent to
her presence. Though Levitt worked in the documentary
style and was associated with the socially minded Photo
League of New York, she was not a journalist, and her
photographs reveal a unique “way of seeing” (the title
of her 1965 book) rather than an overt message. This
exhibition includes early black-and-white photographs,
later color work, and her film In the Street (1952).”
JAMES NARES: In the City				
January 27 – April 16

Paul Moertl - PID Digital Dialogue study group
administrator appreciation.

“Contemporary artist James Nares (b. 1953) draws
inspiration from New York City in his film and video work.
A native of London who came to New York in 1974, Nares
is preoccupied with movement, rhythm, and repetition.
He describes his hypnotic high-definition video Street,
which captures city street life in continuous slow motion,
as “a love letter to my adopted home.” His Super 8 film
Pendulum follows the arc of a concrete sphere as it
swings in the deserted streets of Tribeca and celebrates
the freedom of flight.”
Quoted descriptions are from the respective museum’s website.
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WISCONSIN PSA INDIVIDUAL SHOWCASE
By Signe Emmerich
What and When:
Each year, the Wisconsin PSA Individual
Showcase is conducted at the March PSA
Wisconsin Chapter meeting. This showcase is
open to ALL PSA members residing in Wisconsin
(you do not have to be a Chapter member) and
to all Wisconsin Chapter members.
The attending membership at the Sunday,
March 19 meeting will judge the projected
images. There will be two categories: Color
and Monochrome. The subject is “open” which
means it can be any subject and any kind of
creativity or manipulation is allowed. The top
images will be identified and displayed on the
PSA Wisconsin State Membership page of the
PSA website and the Wisconsin Chapter website.
How:
If you are interested in participating, you are
very welcome to attend the Chapter meeting
and personally turn in your images; or, if we will
be missing you, email them to Signe Emmerich,
at 200oaks@gmail.com, by March 18, 9:00 pm.
She will acknowledge receipt of the images.
Even if you are coming to the meeting, you
may email your images prior to the meeting to
save time at the meeting.
Image requirements:
Open subject
One jpg digital image in color
One jpg digital image in monochrome
1024 pixels max width
768 pixels max height
Less than 1MB
Your name
Image title
Where:
The Chapter meets at the Waukesha State Bank,
1227 Corporate Center Drive, Oconomowoc,
I-94 exit 282, WI 67 north. Detailed directions
and a map to the meeting location are on the
last page of this newsletter.
The Chapter meetings are always open to
everyone and we welcome you to come and
see what we do.
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Chapter Website
By Jeffrey Klug
www.psawisconsin.org
Please check out the Photographic Advice section. This
section is updated monthly, It will have equipment
reviews or info on programs, new photo ideas, anything
I can think of to make your photography easier.
We are looking for
someone to create a
logo for the Chapter
website, if you have
ideas
or
want
to
create a logo for the
site, please send your
ideas or logos to me
at kpw1255@me.com,
we will consider and
show at a meeting to
make a decision on a
logo for the website.
Please
watch
for
the updated
PSA
Conference section of our website as well. It will have
info on most of the speakers and tours as they are
created. It should be updated soon.
Send your images, articles, and ideas to me at
kpw1255@me.com and put PSA Chapter Website in the
subject line. I look forward to receiving your help and
input to the Chapter Website.
Jeffrey R Klug
kpw1255@me.com

Chapter Newsletter
By Jeffrey Klug
I am always looking for articles to put into the
newsletter. The articles could be a photo tip, a product
that worked well for you, a program tip, or anything
that might help someone with a problem. We have
room for a number of articles, so send them in, and I
will use them when he can. We need your help to put
out an interesting and exciting newsletter.
Please update your address book by adding kpw1255@
me.com since that is the email address the newsletter
will be sent from. I have found out that by using a
Gmail address some newsletters may go directly to
junk email: so please update your address book to
avoid missing a newsletter.
Send photos or articles to: Jeffrey R. Klug at
kpw1255@me.com

Questions?
Contact Signe at 200oaks@gmail.com
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Digital Dialogue: A Place to Learn
Photographic Society of America
By David Edwards
It’s the middle of the month. Time to view and comment
on new submittals at PSA Digital Dialogue Community
sites 11 and 51. The images along with descriptions on
how the images were captured are now seen for the first
time. Commenting has begun. Strong components of the
images are pointed out. Suggestions under the category
of “This may help” are included as well. It was suggested
that I watch for potentially distracting components in
the backgrounds. Point well taken. What an excellent
opportunity to learn from others and to receive feedback
on our images.
As PSA members, there are many educational
opportunities available to us. We all want to learn how to
improve our photographic skills. The best way to learn is
from others, by obtaining feedback on our work. PSA has
the platform to meet both needs. That place is the Digital
Dialogue Community.
Digital Dialogue consists of small groups of roughly
5 to 10 people. The 71 groups include General, HDR,
Monochrome, Phoneography, and many more. The process
is simple. At the beginning of the month submit an image
with description to the site administrator. Later, you will
be notified when the group submittals are published and
the site is ready for viewing and commenting.
As comments are posted, a discussion often begins on the
details of individual images. Questions are asked within
the group on where the photograph was taken, how to
make technical changes to an image, what is the best
software to use, etc. Toward the end of the month the
discussion period ends. With that comes the anticipation
and excitement of preparing that special image for the
following month. This time I will pay more attention to
the background.
Being a Digital Dialog Community member is easy, takes
very little time, and your photography skills will improve.
And best of all its free! If interested in learning more
about Digital Dialogue visit the PSA DD web-page, or
contact Barbara Miller at bembrit@bellsouth.net.
David Edwards is a member of DD11 (Monochrome),
Manager of DD51 (Phoneography), and has been a PSA
member since March 2010.
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Battle of the Sexes II
By Signe Emmerich

BATTLE PLAN
All Chapter members in good standing are eligible to
enter the Battle, whether they can attend the meetings
or not. So, if distance or other obligations preclude you
from attending the Chapter meetings, please consider
participating by email with your Team Captain.
Highlights in red indicate an activity already completed.
May, 2016:
Selection of the 21 categories.
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What is Bokeh?
Basically, bokeh is the quality of out-of-focus or “blurry”
parts of the image rendered by a camera lens – it is NOT
the blur itself or the amount of blur in the foreground or
the background of a subject. The blur that you are so used
to seeing in photography that separates a subject from
the background is the result of shallow “depth of field”
and is generally simply called “background blur”. The
quality and feel of the background/foreground blur and
reflected points of light, however, is what photographers
call Bokeh.

INFORMATION TO PARTICIPATE IN
THE BATTLE OF THE SEXES

January 29, 2017 Meeting:
Preliminary team meetings; selection of team captains;
WHO: All PSA Chapter members who are in good standing
determine team procedures.
may participate in the BATTLE. Team captains are to be
selected at the January 29, 2017 Chapter meeting.
Summer 2016 - January 2018 Meeting:
Team members identify images for entry in the categories
and submit the images to their respective Team Captains. WHAT: Participants should take images that they feel fit
the 21 categories. These images should be jpegs sized to
a max of 1024 pixels horizontal and 768 pixels vertical.
March 13, 2017 Meeting:
Have team breakouts to strategize and note progress.
At the final selection, there may be no more than 2 images
per participant in the BATTLE. Final determination may
November 8, 2017 Meeting:
Have team breakouts to strategize; review images to be made by the team captain.
Images must be taken between May 1, 2016 and March
identify strengths and weaknesses in the categories.
1, 2018.
January 28, 2018 Meeting:
Team breakouts in morning portion of Chapter meeting HOW: Submit your images by email to the appropriate
team captain, with your name and category identified for
to determine selections by teams.
each image. Emails from the Team Captains will go out
shortly. Ladies Team Captain: Linnea Matthiesen: Men's
March 2018 Meeting:
Second Battle of the Sexes takes place in the afternoon Team Captain: Mark Bunge.
with guest judges.
WHEN: The team breakouts will take place at the 2017
January, March, November, and 2018 January Chapter
May 2018 Meeting:
Plan for Third Battle; select 21 categories for the next meetings. The “BATTLE” will take place in the afternoon
of the March 2018 Chapter meeting with guest judges.
Battle.
You may submit images from now until January 2018.
Subjects for Battle 2018
WHERE: The Chapter meets at the Waukesha State Bank,
Abstract, Antique Cars, Bokeh, Calatrava, Celebrate, Oconomowoc, State Hwy 67 just north of I-94 exit 282.
Closeup, County Fair, Dogs and/or Cats, Doors, Feet, Hats,
Ice or Snow, Munising, Pathways, San Antonio, Still Life, WHY: Just because…it’s FUN
Texture, The Eyes Have It, Wheels, Windows, Zoo Animal
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Chapter Member Gallery
Paul Moertl
(Hospitality)

I have been photographing probably for 45 years or so. I love to take pictures, and (of course) take too many...
My favorite subjects are landscapes, macro, panoramas, architecture, and flowers. I have also taken monochrome
pictures in the last few years. My first SLR was a Fujica ST701, and since then I have been using Pentax (now Ricoh)
equipment. Carol and I have been lucky enough to be able to travel many places in this country and overseas, all
wonderful places to visit and photograph. My favorite software is Photomatix (for HDR), Elements with Topaz and
Nik plug-ins, and Helicon Focus (for focus stacking). I'm probably one of the few in the chapter who does not own
Lightroom. I hope you enjoy my pictures.
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Chapter Member Gallery
Paul Moertl Continued
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Chapter Member Gallery
Paul Moertl Continued
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Get Ready for Pittsburgh!

2017 PSA Annual International Conference
By Jeffrey Klug
They are also very helpful in finding some of the best
places to eat in the area. The hotel has a shuttle that can
pick up or drop off our members almost anywhere within
a two-three mile radius.
Pittsburgh is at the convergence of three rivers – the
Ohio, Allegheny and Monongahela. It has 446 bridges city
wide with 10 in the downtown area, 2781 acres of parks,
over 300 downtown restaurants and 31 skyscrapers.
Officially, the city has the most bridges in the world.
Pittsburgh is home to several sports teams including the
Pittsburgh Pirates, the Steelers and the Penguins. Several
large businesses - H.J. Heinz, StarKist, Google, U.S.
Steel, Alcoa and American Eagle Outfitters – make their
home in Pittsburgh. It boasts 11 universities including
Carnegie Mellon University, Duquesne University,
University of Pittsburgh and Chatham University.

"Conference registration starts May 1st"
The more things change, the more they stay the same. A
city of steel mills, Pittsburgh is a revitalized, progressive
city, founded on the heritage of the past: clean living,
with frugal, industrious men and women of poise, power,
purity, genius and courage. No longer a city of soot and
smog, Pittsburgh is now a modern city that has found a
way to combine its new modern high rises with the older
buildings of its historic past.
This year’s conference dates are October 8 - 14, 2017.
The conference will be based at the Pittsburgh Marriott
City Center (mariott.com/Pitdt). The hotel is a beautiful
site for our conference. Rooms are spacious, modern
and include internet and plug-in technology in all rooms
for our members. In the spacious lobby area you’ll find
several cozy seating areas where you can watch TV
or just chat with your friends. The restaurant is very
comfortable no matter when you’re dining. In addition
to the menu fare for breakfast, lunch and dinner, the
restaurant has a daily breakfast buffet. At the end of the
day, the restaurant makes homemade ice cream, just
the thing to end a busy day. For those of you that need
that precious jolt first thing in the morning or during the
day, there is a Starbucks onsite.
The staff at the hotel is some of the friendliest and
most helpful staff that you will find anywhere. Don’t be
surprised if one of them asks if you are having a nice day
or if there’s anything they can do for you.

Downtown Pittsburgh is 0.64 square miles and everything
is within walking distance; however, Pittsburgh is very
hilly. Pittsburgh has a light rail subway system, the T,
within 2 blocks of the hotel. The T is free in the downtown
area. If going across the river to Station Square, the
Incline or Warhol Museum, there is a small fee. Driving
in Pittsburgh can be a little treacherous. Many of the
city’s two-way streets downtown have been changed to
one-way streets with two-way bike lanes. It can be a
little complicated navigating not only downtown traffic,
but bike traffic as well. Better stick to walking or other
public transportation while there.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Plaza (PPG Place) is about 6 blocks
from the hotel and right off of Market Square. PPG Place
is a 3-city block site with 6 glass buildings, including
a 40 story office tower. There are reflections in every
direction. In the center of the PPG Place is a fountain
that attracts children during the summer. This is a great
opportunity for photos. Market Square is an open area
next to the PPG Plaza that has just about every eating
option available. It’s a great place to catch a sandwich
or dinner from one of the local establishments, and a
great place to get the “flavor of Pittsburgh.” Something
is always going on there, and it’s a popular place for
street or night photography.
One of the city’s most recognizable tall buildings is the
nearby Gulf Building. Recognized by its multicolored top
floors, it’s the local’s weather forecaster. The different
colored floors tell the locals the temperature, wind speed
and whether it’s going to rain.
Continued on page 17
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Park in the morning and Fallingwater in the afternoon.

When one of the local teams scores, the barometer puts There will be other photo tours, including sunrise and
sunset tours, views from the top of the Duquesne Incline, a
on a light show
river boat cruise, and covered bridge tours. Early morning
celebrating the team colors. This building is easily visible and late night Meet-up Walks will also be available. There
from the front door of the hotel and is great night shot. are several city parks with fountains within 2-3 blocks
of the hotel that will provide an opportunity for some
Pittsburgh has two Inclines, the Monongahela Incline beautiful images. The walkway from the hotel over the
located at Station Square and the Duquesne Incline. freeway will provide an opportunity for car trails. And
Both are listed on the U.S. National Register of Historic the night lights and reflections everywhere will give us
Places and offer dramatic views of the city from Mt. some great images. Once again we will bring back the
Washington. The conference is planning several outings popular model shoots and the macro workshop.
to Mt. Washington so members can get the full panoramic
The 2017 PSA Conference in Pittsburgh will be hard
images of the city.
to beat. There are many different photo opportunities
We will have another great lineup of speakers. Adam within a short distance of the hotel. So save October 8th
Jones from Canon and Rob Knight from Panasonic/ to the 14th, 2017 to meet up with all your photo friends
LUMIX, and we are working on getting a speaker from in the great city of Pittsburgh.
Tamron. Watch for future announcements for more of
the great speakers as we get them locked in.
Photos By Ralph Durham
Thirteen photo tours have been scheduled. We will
have an opportunity for early entry to the 1893
Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens (https://
phipps.conservatory.org/), a steel and glass Victorian
Greenhouse, featuring 25 gardens and rooms, historic
art, Chihuly glass art and biophilic art at the Center for
Sustainable Landscapes. The plants include orchids,
bonsai, desert plants, ferns and palms. This tour will also
include a visit to the nearby University of Pittsburgh’s
Cathedral of Learning, listed in the National Register of
Historic Places. The Cathedral is 42 stories and a trip to
the top of the Tower provides beautiful panoramic views
of the city.
Until 1980, Pennsylvania was the Steel Making Capital of
the World. Many of the steel mills have been dismantled.
Rivers of Steel National Heritage Site, just outside of
Pittsburgh in Homestead, has been preserved as a
museum (riversofsteel.com). The Conference team is
working on very special limited size photo tours. The
site is so popular that the conference committee has had
to reserve our tour times a year in advance. The Carrie
Blast Furnaces are the only remaining examples of preWorld War II furnace technology. The tours will be led
by guides of the Carrie Blast Furnaces National Historic
Landmark, a site which provides rare opportunities to
photograph the machinery and the buildings.
A trip to Pittsburgh is not complete without an all day trip
to Laurel Highlands to see Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling
Water. Fallingwater is unique in that it is constructed
over a waterfall. Although photography is not permitted
in the home, exterior photography is permitted. This
all-day Tuesday tour will include a visit to Ohiopyle State
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Directions to Waukesha State Bank

Details of the Conference will be in the February
through May 2017 issues of the PSA Journal.

79th Annual
International Conference
Photographic Society of America
October 8 – 14, 2017
CONFERENCE HOTEL:
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center

Registration for the Conference starts April 2017. Check
the PSA website: www.psa-photo.org or check:
http://www.psawisconsin.org/psa-conference-2017/
for more information on the conference as it becomes
available.

Meeting is at:
Waukesha State Bank (Lower Level)
1227 Corporate Center Drive
Oconomowoc WI
From the East or West on I-94 - take WI 67
North, exit 282, to the light at Pabst Farms
Blvd. Turn left on Oconomowoc Dr., then left
on Corporate Center Dr.
From the North or South take WI 67 to the
light at Pabst Farms Blvd. Turn west on
Oconomowoc Dr., then left on Corporate
Center Dr.
On Corporate Center Dr., the Bank building is
the second building on the left. Park on the
south side of the building, and enter the
doors at the SE area of the building. Meeting
rooms are downstairs.
Nearby Lodging:
Hilton Garden Inn
1443 Pabst Farm Circle, 262-200-2222
Staybridge Suites
1141 Blue Ribbon Drive, 262-200-2900
Country Pride Inn
2412 Milwaukee Street
Delafield, WI - Exit 287 on I-94, at Hwy. 83
262-646-3300 (reasonable rates)
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